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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 25th September 2020

R1 - GOULBURN | 12:35 | AUD $22,000 |  DOYLES ON THE BEACH HCP (C1)

66 SEDUCTION QUEEN
Dual acceptor. Made a strong debut winning by one length over 1300m at this track before going
for a spell. Winning chance.

55 KARIBA
Looks close to a win following a 1300m placing at Hawkesbury where he ran on well for third
beaten 1.75 lengths. Overdue and looks one of the leading chances.

44 VERDI
Dual acceptor. Resumed in pretty good fashion at Canberra and wasn't too far off despite

nishing fth as favourite. Tends to run well second-up and must be considered a threat in this
line-up.

77 GLORIOUS DREAM
Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a 3.5 lengths fourth over 1100m at
Dubbo. Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

11 ROSHAN
Looked a run short when a 8 length seventh at this track resuming last start. Rates well and
should be much improved.

R2 - SCONE | 12:50 | AUD $22,000 |  SCONE EQUINE HOSPITAL HCP (C2)

55 ADIOS STEVE
Has been running well this campaign but didn't measure up well last start nishing fth at this
track. Hard to go past here.

11 HOLY SUNDAY
Winner two starts back at this track which was followed up with a close third at Canberra.
Current form suggests will be competitive here.

44 HUBBLE
Scored after a long drought last time at Tuncurry by one length over 1500m. Impressed last start
and can go on with it.

66 SAPPHIRES SON
Scored over 1600m at this track last time and has a solid record at the journey. Got the job done
latest and looks a leading hope again.

33 MAGIC CHARLEE
Course and distance winner who is overdue for a win, the latest when fourth but beaten only 4
lengths over 1600m at this track. Has the ability and could sneak a place.

R3 - GOULBURN | 13:10 | AUD $22,000 |  GOULBURN EXPRESS FREIGHT-BM58

1010 SEDUCTION QUEEN
Dual acceptor. Handy lly resuming and having rst start as a three-year-old after showing
ability last time in winning at this track. Showed ability last time in and expected to measure up
here.

22 AGAINST THE TIDE
Resumed at this track over 1000m and missed the frame, nishing fourth and beaten 2.25
lengths. Further improved and expected to do much better here.

11 RENT A ROCK
Won narrowly by a long neck last time out at Gundagai but will have to carry more weight.
Expected to be in the finish.

44 BLAZING BEAU
Made a return to form with a second place nish over 1300m at this track when in the market.
3kg apprentice claim helps.

33 REDICON
Beaten by a 0.6 lengths when third at this track on 1300m in latest effort. In the mix coming into
this start.

R4 - SCONE | 13:25 | AUD $22,000 |  INGLIS READY 2 RACE SALE (C2)

44 FREE RIDER
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 5 length sixth over 1100m at Dubbo.
Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

22 DEPTH THAT VARIES
Last start was back in February when tenth at Randwick. Has since switched stables and
resumes today. Looks a winning chance in this.

33 BELLE REVE
Lightly raced entire progressing well. Last start posted a 2.75 lengths win over 1012m at Coffs
Harbour. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

11 KING'S CHAMP
Has won at the track and is rising 200 in distance here. Needs to lift on last start when fth over
900m. Expect bold showing.

1212 TIMION
Six-year-old gelding who drops in journey since last start at this track when third, nishing one
length off the winner. Looks a strong contender.
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R5 - GOULBURN | 13:45 | AUD $22,000 |  THE KOSCIUSKO MDN HCP

44 RIVERSTOCK Resumes today after showing some ability in her debut prep placing once. Rates highly today.

11 RUNNING FOUR BUB
Nicely rated galloper who ran a close second last start at this track when beaten a long neck
after starting at $7. Major player.

55 AGENT OF CHAOS
Time For War lly from the mare Milly's World who is making debut. In the placings at most
recent trial and bold showing expected.

88 FEELING MIGHTY
Resumed over 1000m and missed the placings when a 8 length sixth at Hawkesbury. Rates
highly and should be a sharp improver. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

66 ALLELUIA
Maiden galloper yet to nd the frame in two runs, the latest when seventh over 1300m at this
track. Has upside and could sneak a place here.

R6 - SCONE | 14:05 | AUD $22,000 |  ASTERN @DARLEY (BM66)

33 ARISTOGRATS
Won barrier trial on September 9 and resumes here after 146 day break. Multiple rst-up winner
previously. Looms as one of the major players.

66 MORE SUNDAYS
Returns here after nishing eighth over 1200m at Mornington before a four months break. Rates
well with a solid fresh record and should go close.

11 FESTIVAL OF LIGHT
Six-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Rates
highly and can do much better.

99 STAR RAIDER
Consistent gelding who was well below best last time when eighth over 1200m at Tuncurry. Has
the ability to be better than last start suggests.

44 IBINI
Was unplaced and well beaten in all runs last campaign, the latest when seventh over 1200m at
Beaudesert.

R7 - GOULBURN | 14:25 | AUD $22,000 |  GOULBURN MULWAREE COUNCIL MDN

33 EITHER OAR
Went down by half a length to nish third at Kembla Grange over 1000m as favourite last start.
Winning chance.

66 OCTAGON
Got a fair run last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well
treated and should take plenty from that run. Genuine chance.

55 INVINCIBLE NINJA
Was well fancied last time but ran well below par, nishing seventh and beaten 10 lengths over
1100m at Hawkesbury. Below par latest but is worth giving another try.

22 INZAGHI Faded on fresh run when seventh at this track. Strong claims now.

11 NO IMPEDIMENT
Has made a big impression at trials leading into this debut run. On debut here. Watch market
moves.

R8 - SCONE | 14:40 | AUD $22,000 |  PRYDE'S EASIFEED. HCP (C1)

55 FREEDOM SQUARE
Finished win in a Scone trial on August 19 then went to win debut run by 2.25 lengths at this
track over 1150m. Has done little wrong to date and rates a strong chance in a tougher race.

77 I'M GOING
Showed encouraging signs during rst up run when third at Muswellbrook on September 3 over
1280m. Improved by first up run. Top chance.

1010 SOLVENCY
Finished midfield but beaten only 1.5 lengths when sixth over 1250m at Kempsey. Has the ability
and looks one of the leading chances.

44 POLITICAL
Broke through for an easy maiden win in May at Tamworth over 2100m. Spelled for four months
before resuming here. The one to beat in this field.

66 THE DREAM GIVER
Last start was back in Dec last year when third at Canberra. Has since switched stables and
resumes today. Looks a winning chance in this.
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R9 - GOULBURN | 15:05 | AUD $22,000 |  GOULPRO (BM66)

44 DEBRIEF
Four-year-old gelding who won last time at this distance, winning by one length at Grafton. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip should prove hard to beat.

99 NOSTRO RE
Narrowly beaten when running second at this track last start only beaten a nose. Looks a good
chance on that form.

88 INDICATORS ON
Back from a ve months spell following 4 lengths fth over 1000m at Nowra. Has a solid fresh
up record and can kick off with a strong run.

33 MY BLUE JEANS
Out of the placings last time when seventh over a longer 1500m journey at Kembla Grange. Can
improve on last start and looks close on best form.

1010 HOOPLA
Three-year-old lly who may have lacked race tness last start when eighth at Wyong over
1100m. Has won second up before but happy to work around again.

R10 - SCONE | 15:20 | AUD $22,000 |  PRYDE'S EASIFEED 1986 (BM66)

44 RONAN'S ROCK
Has had a freshen up since winning at Coffs Harbour last start and nished second in a trial
leading into this. Should go well fresh.

1414 HARD FAITH
Finished mid eld but beaten only 0.7 lengths when third over 1200m at Newcastle. Has the
ability and is expected to run well again.

1717 TEMPEL ONE
Rises in grade after a promising win rst up and looked to have plenty more in the tank. Lightly
raced and has upside. Won at this trip previously. Big chance of taking the step up here again.

55 ENTREAT
Four-year-old mare who was a nose winner over 1400m at Tamworth last time. Rates highly and
on top record at this trip expected to run well.

1313 DENACE
Dual acceptor. Won narrowly by a neck last time out at Wellington but will have to carry more
weight. Expected to go close again.


